CASE STUDY: PROFESSIONAL FIGHTERS LEAGUE ON ESPN

The Blow-by-Blow Action of Mix Martial Arts Captured
with Panasonic Professional HD PTZ Cameras
Challenge

Solution

Remote production is changing the way sports broadcasters
operate and the Professional Fighters League (PFL) broadcasts on
the ESPN and ESPN+ channels is a prime example. For this season
in the corner for the PFL broadcasts are the addition of Panasonic
professional HD PTZ cameras to accommodate these changes.

Inertia Unlimited has supplied six AW-HE42 1080p Panasonic HD
PTZ cameras and controls two additional advanced Panasonic HD
PTZ models to capture all the PFL’s exciting bouts. The cameras are
controlled via a Panasonic AW-RP60 compact controller with a 3.5"
LCD screen and intuitive joystick for smooth, responsive control.

Each PFL 2021 fight card has been shot in a bubble-like
environment in the Ocean Casino Resort in Atlantic City, NJ over
a two-day period, with eight to 12 boxing matches broadcast live
over ESPN, ESPN+ and ESPN Deportes channels.

“The show needed to add cameras for more isolation shots since
the talent isn’t sitting together,” said Silverman. “This includes
the show’s two announcers, who deliver their commentary from
their homes.”

The PFL features 60 elite MMA athletes competing across six
weight classes, with each fighter having two fights during the
PFL Regular Season in April and June. Fighters earn regular
season points based on their performance, plus bonus points for
knockouts and submissions. Following the regular season is a
single-elimination PFL Playoffs in August in Hollywood, Florida,
which leads to the PFL World Championship later in the year. The
winners of each title bout will be crowned PFL World Champion of
their respective weight class and earn $1 million.

Silverman said the main reasons he selected the AW-HE42 for the
PFL broadcasts was because of their compact size and excellent
image quality. “We had used other manufacturers’ PTZ cameras in
the past, but we felt we were compromising,” said Silverman. “But
not with the HE42. It is a polished, high quality camera. The pan, tilt,
zoom and focus of the HE42 work very smoothly.”

Jeff Silverman, president of specialty camera supplier Inertia
Unlimited, Jacksonville, VT, said the company has been supplying
cameras for the PFL broadcasts since the league’s inception, and
because of safety protocol measures resulting from the pandemic,
this season has seen an increase in the number of cameras in use
to accommodate the needs of remote production (REMI).

us.panasonic.com/broadcast

“The installation and integration of the HE42s was effortless, which
has been greatly appreciated as that hasn’t been the case with other
PTZ cameras we’ve used in the past,” Silverman added.
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Eight Panasonic 1080p PTZ cameras are used to capture PFL boxing matches broadcast on ESPN channels.

Summary
To increase your production and live streaming capabilities, Panasonic offers the industry’s most comprehensive,
innovative 4K and HD integrated PTZ camera family for exciting sports programming like the Professional Fighters
League. And through the seamless Integration of our industry-leading professional PTZ Cameras and the Tecnopoint
TUNING Robotic systems, a new level of movement is now available for remote live productions. Tecnopoint robotic
floor or ceiling dolly and Totem camera systems are also perfect for VR/AR and real-time tracking. And team an
advanced Panasonic 4K/HD PTZ camera with Tekskil’s integrated on-camera and speech prompting system for a high
performance, high quality video solution for studio broadcasting, remote production, and much more.
To learn more about the Professional Fighters League, an American mixed martial arts league founded in 2018,
visit pflmma.com.
To learn more about Inertia Unlimited, who for nearly 20 years has been providing innovative technologies for major
sporting events like the Super Bowl, the Olympics, the Daytona 500, the World Series and the British Open, visit
inertiaunlimited.com.
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For more information about Panasonic professional video products, visit business.panasonic.com/productsprofessionalvideo or contact Panasonic at 877-803-8492.
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